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International Marketing
Basics of a go-to-market strategy

International marketing is the application of marketing principles in more than one
country, by companies overseas or across national borders. International marketing is
based on an extension of a company’s local marketing strategy, with special attention
paid to marketing identification, targeting, and decisions internationally.
As technology creates leaps in communication, transportation, and financial flows, the
world continues to feel smaller and smaller. It is possible for companies and
consumers to conduct business in almost any country around the world thanks to
advances in international trade.

However, globalization has created just as many challenges as opportunities for
brands that venture overseas. As consumers have so many more options for similar
products, companies must ensure that their products are high in quality and
affordability. Additionally, these products cannot be marketed identically across the
globe.

What do we sell?

A product is the result of our production or manufacturing process, but it does not
include the most important player in the value chain: the CUSTOMER. It is of strategic
importance to apply a customer-centric approach, which from a marketer’s perspective
means we start from the customer pain, the value we would like to serve them with. If
we manage to identify the value proposition, it will have effects on business model,
pricing, etc.
In order to win on the markets, however, this is not enough. Other market players
might have identified the same customer pain and are offering different solutions to
them. As a result of that, we need to distinguish our product with our unique value
proposition (USP).
As we can see, already when talking about the product only, we cannot avoid talking
about the market.

Whom do we sell?

There are 2 most important players on the market:
-

the customer, as we want to sell our products or services to them; we need to
know everything about them, their habits, fashions, etc.
and the competitors who are aiming at serving the same clients; however, our
competitors are not only the companies producing similar products, but also
those who are providing substitutes, as well as new companies trying to disrupt
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our market or even our clients or subcontractors could mean potential threat to
our business

Depending on the sector your engaged in, it could necessary to evaluate the legal,
political, etc. environment, but ONLY IN CASE IT HAS DIRECT EFFECT ON YOUR
MARKET ENTRY.
Only after researching potential clients and competition in detail can we define the
unique selling points properly. Here is a checklist of questions:
What niche, pain, gap can we solve/fill in on a given market?

What do customers/clients hate most in the industry’s present solutions?
How easy is it to copy your solution?

Is your solution realistic, feasible? Can you prove it is going to work?
Is your value proposition measurable? Can you give a guarantee?

Is
your
value
proposition
communicable,
colleagues/customers/partners understand it?

will

As a result, you get your company’s positioning statement that includes
Target segment, target group

Point of parity (POP) / Frame of reference (FOR)
Point of difference (POD) or USPs

Target market selection

A special part of the strategy creation is when you define your target markets and/or
segments. Companies can have the following motivations for going to new markets:
Companies tend to target their neighboring countries first (USA-Canada
or Mexico, Austria- Germany, Hungary –CEE, etc.) - if you double the
distance, your export will be 80% lower*
Existing contacts, clients, etc.

54,6% of US companies started with reacting to inbound leads, Europe
also above 40%
Competition – blue ocean or a MUST
Personal preferences

Money, capital available
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Absolvo’s recommended approach is to apply the beachhead market concept that
defines the next target market by evaluating the following questions:

Can they buy my product, is there enough cash/capital/financial
resources?
Can we reach out to potential clients?
Is there a potential need/pain?

Can we deliver, is the product/solution ready to fulfil this need?
Is there significant local competition?

Can we use this market to penetrate new markets/the region (cluster
concept)?

If you have evaluated these questions, follow the following steps to define and select
your target markets
1.

Set the indicators that influence your choice, e.g.
Size or potential growth of market
Values

Stability

Current position

Ease of competitive entry

Number and strength of competition

2.

Collect data, convert into comparable indicators

4.

Analyze data

3.
5.
6.

Establish weight to each indicator
Select

„what if” – change the data to see the differences

Sales and marketing channels

Today we live in an omni-channel world. We hear everyone should go digital, social
media is flooding us with news, value propositions, discounts, videos, etc. We debate
whether cold-calling is dead or not, but it is certainly still there. We design e-mail
campaigns, try to get the addresses of our customers when they download a coupon,
etc. But how can a startup or SME decide which channel to use?
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One simple way is to find out whether we should apply a sales or marketing driven
methodology. The so-called “Leslie’s compass” helps us in finding this out and aligning
details of our strategy. Details and questions can be found here:
https://firstround.com/review/leslies-compass-a-framework-for-go-to-market-strategy/
The fundamental difference between the 2 approaches is the following:

Marketing-driven strategy:

The product is bought.

The main goal is to raise interest, demand.
Main channels, tools:
Advertising

Content marketing
PR, branding

Sales’ job is to serve marketing.

Distribution, indirect selling also belongs here – that is why you need to
control your own marketing!

Sales-driven strategy:

The product is sold

The main goal is conversion!

Marketing serves and supports sales with the following
Lead-qualification

Marketing material

Content (blog, social media, newsletter)

Sales’ job is to convert, to close deals!

This document was created by Iván Gyurácz Németh from Absolvo Consulting for a
Startup training organized by Hungarian National Trading House with the support of
European Regional Development Fund.

The content of this document does not necessarily reflect the official position of the
European Union.
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